News December 2015

We here at AMIS wish all subscribers a happy holiday season and a happy new year!

EVENTS

2nd AMIS-MIM Masters Conference on Migration Studies

This annual masters conference is organized by AMIS and MIM (Malmo Institute for Studies of Migration, Diversity and Welfare, University of Malmo). It provides an opportunity for master students in Advanced Migration Studies in Copenhagen and IMER in Malmo to meet and exchange experiences and ideas and to get an impression of the research going on at AMIS and MIM.

Time: 3 December 2015, 10:00-15:30
Place: Room 22.0.11, UCPH, South Campus
Organizer: AMIS & MIM
Everyone is welcome!

Programme

10.00-10.15 Welcome/ Pieter Bevelander and Nils Holtug

10.15-10.45 Birgitte Romme Larsen (AMIS), Migratory trajectories in the outskirts of Denmark: The everyday encounter between refugees and local inhabitants in small rural communities

10.45-11.15 Anders Hellström (MIM), Trust us: Reproducing the nation and the Scandinavian nationalist populist parties

11.15-11.30 Break

11.30-12.00 Marlene Paulin Kristensen (AMIS), Good Borders? An ethnographic study of European border management

12.00-12.50 Lunch

12.50-13.50 Roundtable on the refugee crisis/ Daniela Debono (MIM), Anders Hellström (MIM), Nils Holtug (AMIS) and Simon Turner (AMIS)

13.50-14.20 Erica Righard (MIM), Towards a mobilities-welfare regime, at least for some. The case of the Swedish old-age pension

14.20-14.30 Break

14.30-15.00 Birgitte Schepelern Johansen (AMIS), Xenophobia: Now you see it – now you don’t!

15.00-15.30 Ioanna Tsoni (MIM), Affective Borderscapes: The hidden geographies of irregular border-crossings to Europe

IMISCOE Spring Conference (organized by AMIS)

AMIS and IMISCOE jointly organize a conference on controlling migration.

**Keynote lectures:** Adrian Favell (University of Leeds) and Sarah Fine (King's College London). Both lectures are open to the public (no registration required).

More information can be obtained at the website for [amis.ku.dk](http://amis.ku.dk)

Time: 18-19 February 2016
Place: Room 22.0.11, UCPH, South Campus
Organizer: AMIS & IMISCOE
Everyone is welcome!

**AMIS in the media (a selection)**

**Martin Lemberg-Pedersen** (AMIS affiliate), Ninna Nyberg Sørensen (Danish Institute for International Studies), Hans Lucht (Danish Institute for International Studies), Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen (The Danish Institute for Human Rights), Line Richter (Department of Anthropology, UCPH) & **Nils Holtug** (AMIS director):

*AMIS Roundtable: The Refugee Crisis*

Participants include:

**Nils Holtug (AMIS director)**

*P1 Apropos - Befolkning*

*Ville det være bedre, hvis vi var (mere) ens? Identitet, diversitet og social sammenhængskraft*

**Martin Lemberg-Pedersen (AMIS affiliate)**

*European asylum-colonialism?*

*Unravelling the Drivers behind EU Border Militarization*

**Birgitte Romme Larsen (AMIS affiliate)**

*Fire ud af ti danskere ser positivt på at få en flygtning som nabo*

*Vellykket integration måles på børnene*
If you are interested in learning more, [Visit the official website of AMIS](#) or, [Visit AMIS on facebook](#).
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